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a b s t r a c t

Elastic Strain Engineering (ESE) utilizes all six components of the strain tensor to guide the interactions
of material structures with electrons, phonons, etc. and control energy, mass and information flows.
The success of Strained Silicon technology today harbingers what deep ESE (>5% elastic strain in
a large enough space–time volume) may accomplish for civilization, with likely breakthroughs in
electronics, photonics, superconductivity, quantum information processing, etc. In this webinar I
give examples of exploiting the strain and strain-gradient design space of nanostructured materials.
Inhomogeneous elastic strain patterns lead to dynamically tunable artificial atoms and pseudo-
heterostructures to regulate quasiparticle energetics and motion. Strain also governs crystal defect
charging levels, carrier effective mass, direct-to-indirect bandgap and band topology transitions, etc.
which can be efficiently sampled by quantum mechanical calculations and represented by machine-
learning models such as neural network (NN) representations. Technology computer-aided design
(TCAD) finite-element simulations with first-principles machine-learned (FPML) constitutive relations
coupled to topology optimization (TO) tools are being developed to guide the design of freely
suspended, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) devices in fin-field-effect transistor (FinFET) like
geometries. Productions of kilogram-scale nanowire composites and metallic glasses under large tensile
elastic strain have also been demonstrated for energy technology applications, that can lead to better
superconductors, catalysts and magnets. By controlling the strain patterns, one opens up a much larger
parameter space – on par with chemical alloying – for optimizing the functional properties of materials,
thus fulfilling Feynman’s vision ‘‘There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom’’. EML webinar speakers, videos,
and overviews can be found at https://imechanica.org/node/24098.
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Extended summary with references

Elastic Strain Engineering (ESE) is mechanical design of ma-
erial structures to induce large stresses and/or stress gradients,
o guide electrons, photons, phonons, etc. and control energy,
ass and information flows. High-pressure physics is a subset
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352-4316/© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
of ESE and has revealed some of its potential with just ‘‘one-
half’’ (hydrostatic compression direction) of the six stress com-
ponents. Because ‘‘smaller is stronger’’ [1,2], there is a much
larger dynamical range of tensile-and-deviatoric shear stresses
that nanomaterials can withstand at room temperature for long
time. This trend is often represented by a Hall–Petch type scaling
law σshear/tension limit = σ0 + kD−α where D is the characteristic
rain/sample size and α is around 1/2. This effect originates
broadly from changes in the defect population dynamics at small
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rain or sample sizes, for example from a defect-propagation
ontrolled strength to a defect-nucleation controlled one [3] at
oom temperature. For instance, the requisite pinning centers in
rank–Read dislocation sourcing mechanism are not truly im-
obile, and may be destabilized by interactions with adjacent
rain boundaries or surfaces, and once such dislocation sources
re thermally or mechanically annealed away [4] to boundaries,
lissile dislocations required for plastic deformation would have
o be generated afresh at much higher stresses, and so inelastic
tress relaxations become much more difficult at small D (with
trong qualification on the temperature [5], though).
The term ‘‘ultra-strength’’ was coined in 2009 [6] to describe

aterial components sustaining sample-wide stress level at a
ignificant fraction (>1/10th) of its ideal strength, or ∼1% elastic
train [1] pervasively. The qualifier ‘‘sample-wide’’ is important
n the ESE context because even in conventional coarse-grained
aterials, near the extended defect cores the local stress can
xceed 1/10th of its ideal strength. But a large enough space–
ime volume (say µm3

× months) of good lattice at >σ ideal/10,
way from defect cores, is needed practically to be truly useful
or ESE of functional properties. Therefore the qualification of
ignificant space–time volume of realistic samples that one can
btain experimentally, is important. In recent years, there have
een more and more material examples of ‘‘deep ESE’’: that is, >
5% elastic strain or > σ ideal/2, at room temperature or at a service

emperature of interest.
ESE can potentially revolutionize electronics, photonics, super-

onductivity, catalysis, sensing, etc. applications. Strained silicon
s a well-known technology where by depositing Si epitaxially on
i1−xGex substrate, the nanoscale Si channel is biaxially stretched
p to ∼1%, to improve the carrier mobilities by as much as 100%.
his technology was commercialized in 2000s and is now used
xtensively in CPUs and GPUs [7]. But deep ESE promises a lot
ore than mere 100% improvement in performance.
Historically, chemically alloying has played a huge role in

ur civilization (bronze age → iron age → silicon age) and
s extremely well known. But ESE barely registers in the mass
onsciousness. This disparity was because successful ESE requires
our necessary ingredients, or pillars (Fig. 1), each of which did
ot become available until a few decades ago:

illar 1

Pillar 1 is the ability to fabricate materials structures that can
ithstand elastic strain patterns that are exceptionally large in
mplitude [8], inhomogeneous [9], dynamically reversible [10],
r combinations thereof. The crystal ideal strength, first devel-
ped by Jacov Frenkel in 1926 [11], is defined as the maximum
tress that a perfect crystal – without any defects, not even
urfaces – can withstand at zero Kelvin. This notion was later
eneralized to glasses [12]. Density functional theory (DFT) cal-
ulations showed that the ideal strength of crystals is typically
E/10 in tension or ∼G/10 in shear, where E and G are the
oung’s modulus or shear modulus in the said crystallographic
irection [1]. Before the 1990s, there was only significant ex-
erience in the equal triaxial negative stress direction from the
igh-pressure physics community, that can approach the ideal
trength surface. In all the other directions in the 6D strain
pace, only small regions relative to the ideal strength limits
ere explored by the mechanics community, in e.g. physical
etallurgy and fracture studies, due to the intervention of plastic

low and/or fracture inelastic relaxation mechanisms at relatively
ow elastic strains (typically less than 0.2%) compared to the 10%–
0% level ideal strain limit. However, in the last three decades,
here have been an explosion of ultrastrength materials such
s thin films, bulk nanocrystals, small-volume materials, metal-
ic glasses, nanowires, nanoparticles and 2D materials, that can
2

ithstand very significant deviatoric and tensile stresses for long
ime, which greatly opened up the materials repertoire for ESE
6]. They range from metallic alloys, intermetallic compounds,
o narrow, mid and wide-bandgap semiconductors, and ceram-
cs, and even soft materials and polymers, with wide range of
unctional behavior. As an example, in 2007 we predicted based
n ab-initio phonon calculations that monolayer graphene will
ave ideal tensile strength of 120 GPa [13]. A year later, exper-
mental groups at Columbia University verified our prediction
uantitatively [14]. From the DFT calculations, we predicted a
arge phononic bandgap must open up at large tensile strains.
ince the thermal conductivity and electron–phonon coupling
which controls thermoelectricity and superconductivity) all de-
end on phonons, such huge change in the phonon band structure
eans that ‘‘9% stretched graphene’’ is very different from nor-
al graphene, and ‘‘9% sheared’’ graphene is also very different

rom ‘‘9% stretched’’ graphene. Given how much research efforts
nd interesting physical behaviors have been seen in normal
raphene, strained graphene may lead to many more discoveries
15].

illar 2

Pillar 2 is the ability to induce large elastic strains locally
15–17], and measure on the spot how the material’s physico-
hemical properties change, i.e. how conductivity [18], catalysis
19], and photonic [20] characteristics may vary with the local
lastic strain [9,21] and/or strain gradient (e.g. flexoelectric [22]
ffect). Such miniaturized experiments took off after the inven-
ion of the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), and current exam-
les include AFM/scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), nanoin-
entation, microfabrication based manipulators combined with
n situ spectroscopies such as photoluminescence and Raman
21], cathodoluminescence [9], electron energy loss spectroscopy
EELS) [23] mappings, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)/
ano-electromechanical system(NEMS) lab-on-a-chip measure-
ents, etc. Pillar 2 is key for verifying how the actual func-

ional properties may change with elastic strain, as well as for
he prototyping of practical ESE devices with overall current–
oltage (I–V ) responses in two- or three-terminal configurations.
enerally speaking, future deep ESE devices are more likely to
ely on MEMS-like geometrical designs and fab processes [20]
here there are a lot more freely-suspended parts, actuated
y piezo or electrostatic transducers, mimicking the ‘‘hundred
iny hands’’ of Feynman [24], rather than the more traditional
hin-film deposition/etching/lift-off designs that produce more
onstrained geometries and rely on static epitaxial strain, which
s limited to a few percent strains maximally (‘‘shallow ESE’’).

illar 3

Pillar 3 involves characterizing and modeling the mechanisms
f inelastic stress relaxations [1,2,25] at realistic application tem-
eratures over timescale of months to years [26,27]. For example,
uppose one wants to keep Si strained at 5% elastic tension at 60
C for 3 years, but finds that the imposed elastic strain is relaxed
way after only 2 months, one would want to know whether this
s likely caused by surface diffusional creep [28,29], dislocation
ucleation [30,31], or crack propagation [32]. In such endeavor,
ne must rely on TEM [33–38] and synchrotron based experi-
ental characterizations, as well as theory and modeling of the
eformation mechanisms. While the length scale of in situ TEM
bservations matches that of molecular dynamics simulations,
he accessible timescale of the latter is still off by many orders of
agnitude. To address this challenge, accelerated timescale simu-

ations technique and analytical framework have been developed
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Fig. 1. Four pillars of Elastic Strain Engineering.
A
t

o study fundamental defect processes such as dislocation and
rack nucleation [3] and coupled diffusive–displacive processes
26,27] by multi-scale simulations. Note that while Pillar 3 uses
he same tools as traditional mechanics of materials research,
he goal and philosophy are different in that one is not trying to
tilize these deformation mechanisms for forming operations that
otivated most traditional metallurgy studies, but to defeat these
echanisms in realistic conditions and ‘‘lock in’’ the high elastic
train energy, a metastable state of matter, for long-term utiliza-
ion of functional properties. Pillar 3 is thus tasked with providing
he stress (σ)-temperature (T )-service time(t)-sizescale(D) ‘‘safe
peration envelope’’ for ESE devices.

illar 4

Pillar 4 is computational design based on first-principles calcu-
ations and ML constitutive relations [39,40]. One needs this pillar
o obtain the 5-dimensional ideal strength surface embedded in
D strain space, and to ask questions like: if we can shear in this
rystallographic direction to maximally 70% of the ideal strength,
ow would the physical properties change and what would this
llow one to do with respect to device figure-of-merit (FOM)
41]? The device FOM is usually a lumped parameter of thermal
onductivity, carrier mobility, dielectric breakdown strength, etc.
ll of which depend on the strain tensor ε. Generally speaking,

there is no symmetry principle that says any physical property
A, including the FOM, is optimized at the stress-free condition
ε = 0: ∂A/∂ε ̸=0. Thus, just like chemical alloying, where the
composition of the liquid melt X is continuously tuned to achieve
superior properties after solidification (bronze age → iron age
→ silicon age), one can always tune the elastic strain tensor to
improve FOM. So in this sense, the 6D strain space is equivalent to
a 7-element (septenary) alloy, and we can develop regime maps
for A like the ‘‘isothermal phase diagrams’’ [42]. ESE with MEMS
and technology computer-aided design (TCAD) has a further ad-
vantage compared to chemical doping in semiconductor devices,
as the chemical doping profile has to be achieved by ion implan-
tation or high-temperature diffusion that can only be done in the
Fab. The ESE ε(x, t) pattern generated by MEMS ‘‘hundred tiny
hands’’ [24] may be adjusted dynamically during service, offering
rich functional flexibilities. Continuum TCADmodeling is required
to unravel these design choices based on first-principles machine-
learned (FPML) constitutive relation [40,42], and geometric and
3

topological optimizations (TO) of the device geometry need to be
carried out.

Some concrete examples of ESE mechanical design and ma-
terials discovery are given. One theoretical work proposes to
harvest solar energy using strain-engineered atomic sheets with
tunable bandgap as funnels of charge-neutral excitons [43]. The
basic idea is that with the bandgap varying linearly with the
local strain, the 1/r deformation potential on electron and hole
carriers creates artificial 2D atoms like the hydrogen atom model.
The 1/r strain field thus induces novel behavior in photon ab-
sorption and energy-charge transport. Like a funnel the nonlinear
deformation potential drives the charge-neutral electron–hole
pair toward the indentation center, making the charge-separation
region potentially much more localized than the intrinsic photon-
absorption region of the device material. This strain-induced en-
ergetic quasiparticle transport and exciton funneling effect has
been later verified experimentally in 2D MoS2 with photolu-
minescence mapping [21], and bent 3D ZnO microwires with
cathodoluminescence measurement [9] (Pillar 1 and 2).

The second example deals with how elastic strain affects the
topology of band structures. The field of electronic materials has
seen a revolution with the introduction of the band topology
in reciprocal space, with newly discovered classes of materials
known as topological insulators, metals and superconductors.
These materials have been shown to host electronic states robust
against scattering by many types of disorder that strongly affect
conventional metals and semiconductors. In 2014, we predicted
that monolayer 1T’-WTe2 under appropriate tensile strains is a
2D topological insulator with perfect edge quantum conductance
[44], while bilayer WTe2 is not. This was later verified by mul-
tiple experimental groups [45–47]. This joined the field of 2D
materials and topological materials, often enabled by few-percent
elastic strain [48]. Similar transitions have also been predicted for
topological metals [49,50], and materials with so-called Mexican-
Hat band structures which are predicted to give giant photonic
responses in the infrared [51].

Since the strain ε is continuous 6D variable and the wavevec-
tor k is 3D variable, a full description of how the electronic or
phonon band structure of a material en(k; ε) depends on strain,
where n is the band index, is a non-trivial computational task.
simple tabulation approach would hardly work in even storing

he data (20 grid points in each axis would require 209 or 4 ter-
abytes per band), and computing these data from first-principles,
like the many-body GW approach, can be quite expensive. It turns
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ut that with a good ML model armed with active learning [52]
nd transfer learning capabilities, only 104 DFT calculations with
03 GW calculations are necessary to represent en(k; ε) well,
hich are well within the reach of research groups. We have
ecently developed a method that invokes NNs and utilizes a
imited amount of ab initio data for the training of a NN model,
redicting the bandgap within an accuracy of 8 meV [39]. On top
f this, attempts have been made in developing a more versatile
L framework that adopts convolutional blocks, data fusion, and
ctive learning to discover the indirect-to-direct bandgap tran-
ition and Mott transition in a material by scanning the entire
train space. Through this framework, we recently achieved en-
anced performance in every front [39], including more accurate
andgap and band structure prediction, band extrema detection,
nd effective mass prediction that requires computing the second
erivative of ∂2en(k; ε)/∂k∂k [40]. From previous experience with
eveloping NN interatomic potentials [53,54], we know that deep
N can have a numerical noise problem: sometimes even when
he predicted energy gives low mean absolute error (MAE), the
redicted forces which are the first derivatives can have signifi-
ant MAE. Here, the fact that even the second derivative ∂2en(k;
)/∂k∂k can be predicted accurately bodes well for the FPML
onstitutive relation approach using NN representation [40,42].
We have applied NN based model to represent band structure

f lattices in ultra-large strain space, and classify band structure
opology transitions [39]. Elastic strain provides a huge material
enomic space to tune their properties and push the limit of
evice performance, by TCAD based on FPML constitutive relation
40,42], to provide the requisite bandgap and band alignment
atterns, dopant charging levels, carrier effective mass, etc. data
bjects for carrying out finite-element simulations and predicting
he I–V of deeply strained device. These simulations are crucial
or understanding the fundamental limiting factors (such as ther-
al conduction limit), thus driving evolutionary or revolutionary
esign. In this endeavor ML allows easy visualization of the key
hysical metrics [39] and performing Pareto-front multi-objective
ptimization [40]. ML enables the construction of phase diagram
ike visualizations of the different regimes of indirect bandgap
nd direct bandgap semiconductors and direct/indirect metals,
nd mathematically trace the transition-strain ridge lines and
usps, with automatically labeled symmetry notations [39,42].
ome materials in the topologically trivial phase may transform
o a topologically non-trivial phase under external strain, as pre-
icted in 2014 for topological insulators [44,48] and 2016 for
opological metals [49,50], so that the exotic topological proper-
ies could be harnessed dynamically by mechanical design.

One can expand the concept of ‘‘strain engineering’’ beyond
lastic strains to include inelastic strain engineering, such as
erroelastic [55,56] and ferroelectric [57,58] phase transitions in
D [59] and 3D materials. The difference between elastic and
nelastic strains is that the former still resides in a single con-
ex energy basin despite the large strain magnitude, while the
atter traverses at least two convex energy basins, with energy-
oncave ‘‘saddle’’ region in between. In energy technology ap-
lications (superconducting cables, catalysts, batteries etc.) that
equires kilogram-scale, if not ton or kiloton scale materials,
nanocomposite approach is often necessary to scale up ESE

o kilogram-level bulk materials. For example, individual free-
tanding nanowires are known to have ultrahigh elastic strain
imits, but exploiting their intrinsic mechanical properties in bulk
omposites has proven to be difficult and is thus often called
he ‘‘valley of death’’. In order to reach deep elastic strains for
t least one phase component of kilogram-scale nanocomposite,
e have established a material design principle of ‘‘strain match-

ng’’, using the martensitic transformation strain of one phase to

atch the true elastic strain of the other phase. We proposed d

4

that in order to achieve large elastic strains without inelastic
relaxation in one phase (the nanowire fillers), it is necessary to
match its elastic strain range with the pseudoelastic (martensitic
phase transformation) strain range of the matrix phase, that is
usually much gentler on their interfaces than dislocation slip
at the atomic scale, to preserve the intrinsically large elastic-
ity limit of the nano-fillers [10]. This is because at the atomic
scale (i.e. in between two adjacent atomic planes), while the
phase transformation strain is truly on the order of 10%, the
inelastic strain from dislocation slip b/d0 is often greater than
100%, so dislocation plasticity is a much sharper knife if piled
up at the interface, and easily triggers inelastic relaxation inside
the nano-fillers [10] that we aim to keep elastically strained. By
engineering the microstructure and residual stress to couple the
large true elasticity of Nb nanowires with the pseudoelasticity
of a NiTi shape memory alloy, an in situ composite is developed
that possesses a large quasi-linear elastic strain of over 6%, a
low Young’s modulus of ∼28 GPa, and a high yield strength of
∼1.65 GPa [10]. As verified by in situ synchrotron diffractions,
ilogram-scale nanowires were stretched to 6% elastic strain re-
ersibly. This residual elastic strain has been shown to lead to
uperior Niobium-based superconductors with enhanced TC and
ritical magnetic fields [18]. In 2021, we further demonstrated
eep ESE of kilogram-scale Ti-Ni-Fe metallic glass with the same
train-matching principle [60], approaching the ideal strength
f metallic glasses [12,29]. As metallic glasses have been devel-
ped historically for magnetic response used in e.g. transformer
ores, how the magnetic properties of metallic glasses can be
train-engineered deserves further study. In the future, the inelas-
ic/elastic strain-matching design should open up new avenues
or developing functional nano-composites by coupling strain-
atching ‘‘loader’’ with 1-D, 0-D and 2-D nano-components for
SE at the kilogram to kiloton scales, which is required for most
nergy technology (ET) applications.
For information technology (IT) applications such as electron-

cs, photonics and quantum sensors and networks, to demon-
trate the scalability of ESE, in 2021 we have dynamically strained
rrays of few µm-length single crystal diamond bridges to 6%
ensile elastic strain reversibly (Fig. 2C–E) [61]. In the future, each
icro-bridge may contain thousands of nanoscale transistors
r quantum sensors. Wafer-scale integration with piezoelectric,
lectrostatic or thermal-expansion based micro-actuators from
EMS technology is clearly feasible with this demonstration. In

he future these transistors and quantum sensors can then oper-
te in the deep ESE regime, defined by >5% tensile or shear strains,
ver period of months or years. Diamond is the ‘‘Mount Everest’’
f electronic materials, with extreme carrier mobility, thermal
onductivity and dielectric breakdown strength. The fact that mi-
rofabricated diamond can sustain >6% tensile elastic strain bodes
ell for the deep ESE of all ultra-wide bandgap semiconductors
41]. Before this work, in 2016 Yang Lu and team have already
emonstrated Si single crystal wires can sustain >13% tensile
lastic strain reversibly [8]. Unlike chemical doping or epitaxial
train, the team showed perfectly reversible unloading/reloading
f such silicon microbridges dynamically, thus modifying physical
roperties on the fly and offering great functional flexibility for
evices.
With Pillar 1 and 2 for diamond and silicon somewhat covered,

nd plenty of historical experience with Pillar 3 [32,62], we can
ove onto outlook of Pillar 4, the FPML-driven TCAD design of
emiconductor devices. While deep ESE explores the full space
f admissible (i.e. ∇·σ = 0) nonlinear elastic strain patterns ε(x,
) that affects physical properties and device response, the com-
lexity of controllably engineering materials properties by strains
ecessitates first-principles computations to firstly screen for a

esirable FOM and then design an optimal straining pathway.
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Fig. 2. Achieving large uniform tensile elasticity in arrays of microfabricated single-crystalline diamond.
Source: Figures are taken from [61].
Fig. 3. General procedures for conducting multi-field continuum modeling for device performance evaluation and device design.
o map the 6D strain space fully, we will first combine ML and
FT calculations to guide strain engineering whereby electronic
roperties could be designed.
In ongoing works, we are combining this method with exper-

mentally validated finite element (FEM) simulations to predict
train pathways that would reversibly transform an ultrawide-
andgap material such as diamond to a metalized state without
hase transformation, paving the way for more extensive device-
evel simulations, depicted in Fig. 3. Phonon stability which de-
ines the ideal strength surface in 6D strain space is a key bound-
ry for such simulations, akin to the ‘‘Tresca yield surface’’. Also,
he nonlinear elastic stress–strain relation is provided by our
PML, which is used as input for the FEM simulation of ad-
issible strain patterns ∇·σ = 0. For MOSFET, people define

device FOMs such as the subthreshold swing, largest current
driven by the transistor, dynamic power factor, and intrinsic
delay time [63]. These as well as many other properties are
suggested in the International Technology Roadmap for Semi-
conductors [64]. It is a natural development to incorporate the
heterogeneous strain model into TCAD simulations, that solves
the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, heat conduction equation and
stress equilibrium equation simultaneously, out of which we will
get the I–V and temperature distribution characteristics that can
be directly compared with prototype experiments. Such integra-
tion advances the academic field of device simulations where
models currently exist only for moderately strained channel ma-
terials [65]. The complexity of deep elastic strain effects, ranging
from the impact of strain on process simulation to 3D effects and
drain current enhancement in the quasi-ballistic transport regime
of nanoscale transistors, makes TCAD simulation a challenging
task. It is noted that in real semiconductor devices, there are other
issues to be dealt with, including the contact resistance and im-
perfections aforementioned, and thus experimental verification is
sorely needed.
5

Fig. 4. Home-made in-situ TEM setup for simultaneous electrical measurement
and straining for fin diode device. (a) MEMS chip for straining and electrical
measurement; (b) Schematic of the proposed fin diode device after integration
with the straining MEMS chip.

On the experimentation side, we are now working on coupling
MEMS ‘‘tiny hands’’ [24] with fin-field-effect transistor (FinFET)
like geometries [66–68]. The MEMS chip shown in Fig. 4a is
designed and fabricated in-house, and the fin diodes are cut out
and transferred to a MEMS chip as shown in Fig. 4a. The chip
integrates actuators, heaters, stress/strain sensors and electrodes.
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t is also compatible with in situ TEM and EELS characterizations
or Pillar 3 and 2 diagnostics. Direct I–V measurements have been
ecently carried out while straining. Based on the experience built
p with the fin diodes, we will move to more complex FinFET-like
ulti-terminal structures.
Historically, the field of ESE was populated by separate re-

earch communities focusing either on specific materials, or tech-
iques. The first comprehensive symposium on ESE that cross-
inks different materials communities [69]: strained silicon,
trained catalysts, strained multiferroics, strained atomic sheets,
icroscopy and nanomechanics, etc., were held at the MRS fall
eeting in 2013. This well-attended symposium brought together
ifferent communities that use elastic strain to control material
roperties. The second MRS symposium on ESE was held in
016 in Phoenix Arizona, organized by Bilge Yildiz. This forum
f interdisciplinary discourse is essential for true advances in
eep ESE. Mechanics of materials, both experimental mechanics
nd computational mechanics, will play a crucial role in this
nterdisciplinary endeavor, as should be clear from the text above.

In summary, 6-dimensional elastic strain is equivalent to, or
ven arguably superior to, the chemical degrees of freedom in
seven-element alloy, and can be used in conjunction with

hemical composition design for reaching unprecedented mate-
ial properties and device performance. A 5% tensile strained Si
s not our ‘‘typical’’ Si, nor is 5% shear-strained Si. Thus, a new
volution of bronze → iron → silicon to ESE age is upon us,

via mechanical design. By probing the fundamental mechanisms
that materials can sustain shear or tensile strains exceeding 2%,
5%, or 10% without relaxation over extended time periods, one
is pushing the frontiers of human control on materials. ‘‘Extreme
mechanics’’ will be of vital importance in facilitating the success-
ful implementation of ESE. We also showed that understanding
how to vary the 6-dimensional elastic strain tensor opens up
a vast area of functional materials design through the tuning
of their physicochemical properties — electronic, optical, mag-
netic, photonic, etc. We demonstrated how to maintain large
shear and tensile elastic strains over long timescales, by defeating
the various mechanisms of inelastic relaxation, such as disloca-
tion/twinning plasticity, fracture, and diffusional creep. Through
the control of deep elastic strain field statically or dynamically,
one can access a much larger parameter space for optimizing
the functional properties of materials, giving a new meaning to
Feynman’s 1959 statement ‘‘there’s plenty of room at the bottom’’,
where the room here stands for the ESE parametric freedom
allowed by the ‘‘smaller is stronger’’ trend. Shallow strain en-
gineering of a few percent by epitaxial deposition has already
given us better lasers and faster computers, and is currently gen-
erating tens of billions of dollars benefits. This is really only the
beginning, within the first two decades of the convergence of the
four pillars, outlined in this article, necessary for rational ESE. In
the long term, deep strain engineering with TCAD tools and first-
principles machine-learned (FPML) constitutive relation, in close
symbiosis with novel material discovery and MEMS-like device
fabrication and characterizations, will lead to better information
technologies and energy technologies, as the scalability of ESE for
both wafer-scale IT and kilogram-scale ET materials have already
been demonstrated experimentally.

EML webinar speakers, videos, and overviews can be found at
https://imechanica.org/node/24098.
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